
4. Singing & the Voice
In this section we will explore using the voice, vocal warm-ups, breathing techniques, 
provide whole class activities, tips on starting a choir, an overview of digital resources as 
well as guidance on singing assemblies.  

Singing is the ultimate accessible and versatile resource for teachers with the potential 
to create a sense of unity and to build a cohesive community across the school. It can be 
a fast track to internalising musical concepts such as melody, pitch, rhythm and harmony, 
which are explained below.

Melody
Commonly known as tune. A sequence of single notes played one after the other. 
If chosen and ordered well, you should have a melody that is satisfying to the ear

Rhythm
A combination of long and short sounds

Pitch
How high or low a sound or note is

Harmony
Two or more different vocal parts that work well together

Using the Voice
The first principle in developing singing with your class, is that you use your own voice.
 
You may need to overcome some anxiety about using your voice. It doesn’t matter if you 
are not a great singer - just be willing to have a go, and the children will love it when you 
do! If everyone sings together, no one voice will be heard above the rest.

“I don’t sing because I’m happy; I’m happy 
because I sing”  William James



Getting started...
Firstly it is important to make sure that the students are able to see the leader or teacher. 
This is why so many music activities are done with the group arranged in a circle. It 
enables everyone to see the leader and each other.

If there isn’t room for a circle in the class room just make sure everyone has some room 
to move about and that the leader can be seen by everyone.
 

Activity Let’s talk about music

Think about what you love about your favourite singers & why. To get your class 
talking about different singers, songs and styles of music, try these suggestions...

Show excerpts of videos and listen to great singers or musicals that you enjoy

Talk about the different singers, musical genres and songs 

Teach the children that their voice is an instrument and one that is completely   
unique to them and is the most versatile instrument in the world



Activity  Getting focused

Vocal warm ups
While the voice is our most personal and versatile instrument it needs protecting and 
caring for. When singing, our voices will always benefit from a quick warm up and these 
can be made to be fun and linked to some physical warm up exercises to ensure full 
participation!

Below are some easy and adaptable vocal warm up exercises to try out with your 
classes. 

Online there are warm ups and songs on  
Charanga>Sing>Warm up activities/Classic warm ups  
Sing Up>Song Bank>Songs  

Some of the warm ups below, sourced by composer James Redwood, can be found on 
the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra website. Visit:
bsolive.com/sitefiles/resources/docs/participate/theelements/warmups.pdf

Deep Breathing
Breathing is the key to all good singing as the breath controls and supports the voice. 
Encourage children to be aware of their breathing, not only does it help with singing but 
is a great tool for relaxation and mindfulness!

Take a deep breath, breathing in through the nose and out 
through the mouth.

Imagine that your tummy is a balloon and that as you breathe 
in through your nose you are inflating the balloon in your 
tummy (or diaphragm).

As you exhale the breath, imagine the balloon deflating in your tummy as you 
squeeze the air out.

Introduce numbers - start with a count of 4, breathing in over a count of 4 and then 
breathing out over a count of 4. Remember the expanding and deflating balloon! 
Over time you can increase the numbers to a max of 8 as the children learn to 
control their breath.

bsolive.com/sitefiles/resources/docs/participate/theelements/warmups.pdf


Activity Chewing Gum

Athletes warm up their muscles before they train or exercise and singers should do the 
same with the muscles in their mouth and tongue. This fun warm up is great for doing 
exactly that….

Explain that each child has a tiny piece of gum. Ask them to look at it. What flavour 
is it? What colour is it?

Pop it in you mouth and start chewing. At first this gum is so small that you can only 
really chew it with your front teeth, a bit like a rabbit eating a carrot, however this is 
MAGIC GUM!

The more you chew, the bigger the gum grows, until it is so big you can barely chew 
at all and have to contort your face into all sort of shapes to get your mouth around 
the gum!

Activity Magic Spell

In this exercise we explore vocal sounds and the range of your voice, from high to low 
sounds, through making a vocal magic spell.

As the leader, make the following sounds and actions for the class to then copy.  
 
Try one set of sounds at a time but when the order and sounds are known you can 
eventually put the whole spell together.

“Shh shh shhh” (Look over your right shoulder)
“Sss sss sss” (Look over your left shoulder)
“Fff-t, Fff-t, Fff-t, Fff-t” (as if casting a spell with a magic wand – you pretend to create a 
perfect, tiny muffin)
Pick it up and breathe in the wonderful smell... 
”Mmmmm – ooo – ahhhh – oooo – mmmm”
Put a bit in your mouth – it’s hot, so you pant to cool it down.  
“Hhaa, Hhaa, Hhaa, Hhaa, Hhaa” 

Now say “SING”.
Now say “SING” without the “S”.
Now say “ING” without the “I”.
Now do a little sound drawing using the “NG” sound.

You can go high, low, round and round! Use this sound to swallow down your magic 
muffin – following the direction of the muffin to your tummy with your voice from 
high to low on an “ng” sound. When it hits your belly, you realise that it’s actually 
disgusting, so the sound goes back up high and you finish by saying “urghh”!



Activity Mmm Mmm Ah

This exercise explores making vocal sounds to a tempo.

In your head keep a count of 4 steady beats. Practice this as a group altogether to 
make sure everyone has the beat.

‘Mmm Mmm Ahhh’ x2 (Lift shoulders on the mmms and drop on ahhh)
‘Eeee Yaahh’ x2 (roll shoulders back)
‘Rrrrrrrrr’ (or Brrrrrr or Ohhhhh) lifting hands from low to high
Say: ‘1, 2, 3, 4’
(And repeat) 

Once you’re got the hang of the pattern, add your own vocal sounds where the 4 
counts (1, 2, 3, 4) are. Get the group to decide on a gesture that fits with the sounds 
they’ve chosen. Now repeat the exercise, getting faster each time...

Building confidence in singing
Here are some ideas and exercises to try should you feel your class needs to build 
confidence vocally.

Activity 1

Try asking groups to sing songs they know well as if they were...

Witches
Opera singers
Football fans

Singing as if you’re someone else can help to make singing feel less intimidating.  
In these different characters you’re also activating different parts of the voice which will 
boost volume and clarity.

Activity 2

Lip-syncing is also a useful technique to support learning new material. Once your class 
have got the gist of the song or section of song you’re learning, get them to mouth the 
words whilst you sing out loud. This way they’re able to check what’s in their head 
against what they hear you singing.



Getting Creative 
Adapting familiar tunes
Using well-known songs or nursery rhymes can provide a wealth of repertoire with which 
to develop new material.  
 
This works well with EYFS, SEN and KS1 where the simple familiar pitches (high and 
low sounds), use of melodic repetition (repeating tunes) basic pulse (steady beats) and 
rhythms (repeating patterns) help to establish a good musical ear whilst allowing the 
imagination a free reign to create new words for the song.

Adapt well known tunes and encourage the class to make up new words to the song 
to match the topic that they are exploring. As many of you already know, singing 
instructions or having transition songs are great for engaging classes in that activity or 
moving from one topic to the next.

Here are some examples; once again, be creative with how you sing them or encourage 
class members to lead the singing i.e. fast, slow, happy, sad, loud, soft etc

Activity Good Morning 
to the tune of ‘Happy Birthday’

Good Morning to you,
Good Morning to you,
Good Morning to …..(sing the childs name)
Good Morning to you

Activity Tidy Up 
to the tune of ‘The Farmers in the Dell’

It’s time to tidy up
It’s time to tidy up
Put all the …….. away
It’s time to tidy up

You will find lots more ideas for using well know tunes and adapting the words to your 
specific needs online.

Sing Up has an activity called ‘New Songs from Old’, which gives some great examples 
and ideas to get you started and also provides some cross curricular learning goals.  
 
Explore this here: 
Sing Up: Go to Home>Teaching Tools>Cross-curricular>New songs from Old

Charanga: Go to Freestyle’>’KS1 Topics’ to find a whole topic of resources on Nursery 
Rhymes. Or type “nursery rhymes” in the search bar and it’ll return 46 resources 
including whole class teaching resources for classic nursery rhymes, free backing tracks 
and animated videos.



Rapping Rhymes 
Nursery rhymes or songs can also be used creatively as the grounding for developing 
different musical styles, rhythms or expression. The SoundStorm KS1 development 
workshop, led by Lucy Johnstone-McCarthy, explored the use of nursery rhymes as the 
basis for new ‘raps’, rhythms and creative composition. 

There are audio examples of this activity, its development and other resources from the 
session available on request 

Contact SoundStorm to access additional videos & notes from this workshop.
Email info@soundstorm-music.org.uk

Activity Rapping Rhymes

This mini musical arranging project builds further on rhythm skills, (particularly 
syncopated rhythms) and performing in parts. It incorporates group work, gets the 
children thinking about the structure of music (the overall plan of the music) and how they 
structure, arrange, rehearse and perform their completed Rapping Rhymes. 
It also helps children (and adults!) differentiate between rhythm and pulse.

Ask the children / discuss with them their earliest experience of learning music... 
Q: What was the first type of songs / rhymes you first learnt, sang or chanted with 
your parents or at nursery school – nursery rhymes.  
(Many children may not have had this earlier experience, so the first step might be 
learning or recapping on some nursery rhymes).

Stamp or clap out a pulse as you are talking to them and then as an example use  
‘Twinkle twinkle little star’. 
 
Ask them what they notice about the rhythm i.e. the ‘important’ notes are happening 
every time your foot comes down ON THE BEAT. The rhythms are predictable.  
 

The reason they are the first songs we learn is that they teach us the very basics of 
rhythm, metre and rhyme and encourage us to feel and internalise these.
 

Pose the question: what if we were to turn this idea on its head and try and put all 
the rhythms of a nursery rhyme OFF THE BEAT.  
 
Give them a few examples. Still keep the pulse going as you do this.  
 

If they think about each nursery rhyme as being in rap form they will immediately 
understand what is expected and will automatically put the majority of the rhythms off 
the beat i.e. syncopate the rhythms. 
 
 
            Introduce the musical term syncopation – syncopated rhythms.

soundstorm-music.org.uk


Activity Group Work (Rapping rhymes continued)

Explain to the children that their job, in groups of 6/7, will be to choose a nursery rhyme. 
They must produce a performance of the nursery rhyme with as many of the rhythms off 
the beat as they can manage performed in unison (where all children are rapping their 
chosen rhyme together as one voice). Pose questions they need to think about e.g. how 
are you going to start together? (Somebody to count it, a group leader?).  
 
As the groups are deciding and starting to rehearse, put on a rhythm backing track e.g. 
from a keyboard, so they have a strong pulse constantly surrounding them, and will 
support them rapping in time (give them 20 minutes).  
 
When confident, each group should be encouraged to perform their work for the rest 
of the class. Video recordings are also very helpful, not just for final performance but 
reflecting on work in progress, and the next steps in their learning.

This could be developed into a more advanced arrangement or performance over 
time depending on the age of the children, nature of the class and ability. 

 
Contact SoundStorm to access additional videos, more challenges & next steps 
to develop this workshop. Email info@soundstorm-music.org.uk

The Singing Assembly
There are lots of easy to use, interactive activities and ideas for singing assemblies to be 
found online (Google it!) and on the Sing Up website. 

If you type Singing Assemblies into the Sing Up search engine you will find some 
useful guidelines, ideas and videos to get you started. Check out the Sensational 
Singing Assemblies Webinar, which gives some great demonstrations for leading 
singing, vocal warm ups and teaching songs to a group. Also Top 10 Assembly Songs 
is great OR use the Teaching Tools tab to find a whole section on ideas for themed 
assemblies. 

Charanga: Click on the “Sing” tab on the homepage to access their Charanga’s bank 
of 500+ songs.
You can easily filter results through the categories on the left-hand side. Click on ‘Use 
for’ under ‘The Singing’ headline, and filter by ‘whole class’ to access a range of group 
singing resources. 

soundstorm-music.org.uk


Make your choir open to all
Singing is great fun and should be open to everyone. Don’t be afraid to make 
it playful. Include silly songs, games and warm-ups as these will keep students 
engaged and maintain energy levels.

Plan & prepare
Have an idea of what you want to achieve and set some achievable goals e.g. 
regular rehearsals, a termly performance, to gain confidence in your leading or to 
improve the quality of the singing. Sing Up and Charanga have lots of ideas and 
tips including song teaching guides (notes and activities).

Select your warm-ups & song choices
Start with simple pieces, aiming to sing them really well and gradually build the 
level of challenge and skill development. Consider the suitability of songs for the 
age of your singers e.g. the lyrics/words, musical complexity, how low (and high) 
the song goes. Try to cover a range of styles and themes and collate a list your 
choirs’ favourite tunes as they develop. 
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Be a confident leader
Remember to be clear, don’t rush, don’t panic and think BIG! Mouth the words, lip 
sync and make gestures big so that everyone can see your instructions clearly.

Get others involved
Get other teachers/TAs, parents or older pupils involved. Anyone who loves 
music, is enthusiastic or who can play piano or guitar will be a great asset.

Listen to & feedback to your choir 
Give the choir constructive feedback; discuss ways to improve as well as what’s 
working well. Use recordings or performance tracks to familiarise the choir with 
each song (Sing Up and Charanga offer echo tracks and recordings). Otherwise 
try to break the song down into bite size chunks, to rehearse bit by bit.

Look after your voices!
Remember those warm ups. Looking after your voice is important. Have different 
students lead the warm ups.

Be brave & find opportunities to perform
Whether it’s to staff, family, other pupils, governors, the local community or other 
schools, performing is a chance to be heard, polish your singing and increase 
confidence.
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Top tips for getting your choir up & running...

Starting a choir
Many of the schools we speak to are keen to develop a choir; enthusiaism and a good 
set of resources that you are confident using are key to a developing and running a 
successful choir. 



An overview of Sing Up
Many of you will already be familiar with Sing Up. It is a useful resource with an 
extensive library and song bank. The trick is getting familiar with the resources and 
finding what will work best for your class and topic.  
 
There are ways that you can navigate the site more easily however we’d encourage you 
to spend some time having a look around – there are so many off shoots it might inspire 
you to try something new!
 
The site is arranged for you to be able to search for resources in several different ways... 

The Song Bank 
You can search for songs either by age group, topic, style, etc. There are many different 
options which is useful if you have an idea of what you are looking for. For example you 
may be looking for a song to help explore a maths or numbers project. By searching for 
that topic in the songbank tab you can find all sorts of resources, an example of which is 
listed below 

Example 1 

Number Cruncher Song
A good warm up song and one that aids learning of numbers is the ‘Number Cruncher’ 
song, (available on both Sing Up and Charanga). Sing up also include a whole lesson 
plan to accompany the song.

I’m a number cruncher and my name is Bod. 
I like numbers if they’re odd. 
All odd numbers taste just fine, 
And they end in 1, 3, 5, 7, 9!

I’m a number cruncher and my name is Steven. 
I like numbers if they’re even. 
All even numbers just taste just great, 
And they end in nought, 2, 4, 6, 8!

 
The Teaching Tools tab provides a wealth of suggestions 
and plans for age or phase group related lessons and 
assemblies.  
 



The Knowledge Hub
This section provides some guidance on how to develop singing skills and your musical 
knowledge with some useful activities and ideas to help you plan. 

Within this section you will find headings that include ‘Ideas to Try’, ‘Top Tips’, ‘How-To’s 
and Guides’ and ‘Insights ‘ all of which include some great ideas for...

Listening & composing 
Search: ‘Sounding Out’ – Ideas to Try

Developing music in your school  
Search: ‘The Fast Track to Building Music within your School’ – How-To’s & Guides

On the spot short activities & general tips  
Search: ‘What to do with 5 mins’ , ‘Top 10 Tips for Running a Choir’ & ‘The Rhythm of 
Life’ – all found in the Top Tips section

Developing & linking musical language & elements to songs  
Search: ‘The Elements of Music Song Collection’ – Insight



An overview of Charanga
 
Charanga is an easy-to-use, modern online resource to support primary music teaching. 
It holds approx. 17,000 resources including lesson plans, games, activities, songs and 
videos. Charanga can be integrated into your music teaching as much or as little as 
you wish; use it as your main scheme of work, or simply to access topic-centred music 
resources.
 
Whilst there’s a wealth of resources throughout Charanga the main four sections we’d 
advise starting with would be Music Scheme, Freestyle, Sing and My Workspace. For 
additional guidance in navigating the site, scroll to the bottom of the homepage to find 
‘help’ articles. Each of these will link to another resource, video or page to support you 
in navigating your way around Charanga.

 
Need something specific?
The search function in the top right-hand corner of the screen is a great tool to navigate 
all 17,000 resources. If there’s a topic, artist or genre that would support your lesson, 
why not give it a search? For example: searching “India” brings up 33 resources….
 
Charanga & singing
Charanga ‘Sing’ is a song-bank of over 500 songs and singing resources. Click on 
‘Sing’>’New:Sing’. You can search for resources according to age, ability, topic, and 
even time signature. Each resource will include backing tracks, song information and 
score. Perfect for singing assemblies, topic-based songs, or even impromptu whole class 
singing!
 
Alternatively, through ‘Scheme’ and ‘Freestyle’ sections, you can access a wealth of 
singing resources. Each unit will provide resources for your class to learn the 
song; including ‘kareoke’ style lyrics, backing track, and optional instrumental 
accompaniment.

Activity The Musitrax Sing 1 

Go to: Charanga – Sing - Musitrax Sing 1

This section is described as a child-centred approach to music-teaching for Early 
Years and Key Stage 1 based on Kodály principles; it uses fun, singing and singing 
games with learning and play at its centre.  
 
Musictrax 1 is suitable for children from Early Years upwards, and Sing 1 includes 
rhymes and songs progressing in pitch-range from two to five notes.

The songs are presented as interactive resources providing adaptable backing tracks, 
notation and solfa hand-sign options (Kodaly method) along with additional ideas for 
enrichment activities.


